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A 2-D Non-Stationary GBSM for Vehicular Visible
Light Communication Channels
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Wensheng Zhang , Member, IEEE, Xiaohu Ge , Senior Member, IEEE,

and Harald Haas , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— In this paper, a new non-stationary regular-shaped1

geometry-based stochastic model (RS-GBSM) is proposed for2

vehicular visible light communications (VVLC) channels. TheAQ:1 3

proposed model utilizes a combined two-ring model and a4

confocal ellipse model, in which the received optical power is5

constructed as a sum of single-bounced (SB) and double-bounced6

(DB) components, in addition to the line-of-sight (LoS) com-7

ponent. Using the proposed RS-GBSM, the channel impulse8

response is generated and utilized to investigate VVLC chan-9

nel characteristics, such as channel gain and root-mean-square10

(RMS) delay spread. The received optical power is computed11

considering the distance between the optical transmitter (Tx) and12

the optical receiver (Rx). Moreover, the impact of the Rx height13

on the received power is considered for the LoS scenario. The14

results show that the LoS power highly depends on the distance,15

Rx height, and the optical source pattern. For the SB components,16

it is confirmed that the channel gain in dB and the RMS delay17

spread follow Gaussian distributions. Finally, the results indicate18

that the detected optical power from the DB components is low19

enough to be overlooked.20
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Index Terms— Channel gain, RMS delay spread, RS-GBSM, 21

vehicle-to-vehicle communications, visible light communications. 22

I. INTRODUCTION 23

W ITH nearly 1.3 million people dying in road crashes 24

yearly and in average 3,287 deaths per day, road traffic 25

crashes become the ninth leading cause of death and account 26

for 2.2% of all deaths globally [1]. Road traffic injuries are 27

considered as the leading cause of death among young people 28

at ages 15–29 [2] and the second leading cause of death 29

worldwide among young people at ages 5–14. Unless action 30

is taken, road traffic injuries are predicted to become the fifth 31

leading cause of death by 2030 [1]. On the other hand, road 32

crashes cost USD $518 billion globally [3]. Consequently, 33

many researches and projects have been conducted in order 34

to get a better traffic system. Vehicular communication is 35

an important and emerging area of research in the field of 36

vehicular technology. The main objective of using this new 37

technology is to create an accident-free environment. Vehicular 38

networks would potentially have three main types of commu- 39

nications, i.e., road infrastructure-to-vehicle (R2V), vehicle- 40

to-road infrastructure (V2R), and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) 41

communications. The first two scenarios of communication 42

enable the driver to access the Internet to get directions, 43

road maps, congestions, and accidents in real time. On the 44

other hand, V2V communications enable the cars to share the 45

information with each other in order to exchange information 46

that may be useful in facilitating road safety such as collision 47

warning, lane departure, loss of stability, braking, speed, 48

direction of travel and location. Recently, vehicular ad-hoc 49

network (VANET) is an advanced network which mainly pro- 50

vides intelligent transportation systems (ITS) services to the 51

end users to improve road safety and traffic efficiency. VANET 52

uses dedicated short-range communications (DSRC)/wireless 53

access in vehicular environments (WAVE) protocols for fast 54

data communications. 55

In order to implement aforementioned standards, new hard- 56

ware need to be added. However, adding more hardware to the 57

infrastructures and cars is always an issue in terms of cost and 58

power consumption. Therefore, the idea is to take advantage of 59

visible light communications (VLC) technology in vehicular 60

communications to introduce the so-called vehicular VLC 61

(VVLC) [4]. VLC based on light-emitting diodes (LEDs) 62

1536-1276 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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have attracted ever increasing attention, particularly for indoor63

wireless data transmission [5], [6]. Compared to conventional64

vehicular cellular systems, VVLC scenarios can be classified65

as a small spatial scale (SSS) communication scenario since66

the distance between the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx)67

is smaller than 300 meters [7], [8]. In terms of infrastructure,68

cars already have LEDs such as front headlights, tail light,69

and wing mirror flasher that can be used for data transmission.70

At the receiving side, an ordinary camera-based receiver can71

act as an optical receiver. Most recently, the combination72

of the VLC technology with a camera is termed as optical73

camera communication (OCC) system [9]. The fact that new74

cars are equipped with cameras will pave the way for VVLC.75

For instance, the United States will require backup (rear76

view) cameras to be installed in new cars beginning in 2018.77

Furthermore, the transportation lighting infrastructure such as78

street lamps, traffic lights, variable message boards, etc., are79

changing to LEDs, which results in further cost reduction since80

no new infrastructure expense is required. On the other hand,81

this new technology is not a night technology as it would82

seem, since it can be used in daytime, especially after the road83

safety legislative requirements have been made. For instance,84

in 2008, European Commission adopted a legislation that all85

new cars will have to be equipped with daytime running lights86

(DRLs) [10]. DRLs are designed to come on automatically87

when the engine is started [11].88

In this paper, we derive a new regular-shaped geometry-89

based stochastic model (RS-GBSM) for VVLC channels.90

In this model, the effective scatterers are located on reg-91

ular shapes, namely, two rings and one confocal ellipse.92

A RS-GBSM is mathematically tractable and to the authors’93

knowledge, this is the first time that a RS-GBSM is proposed94

to investigate VVLC channel characteristics.95

Overall, the major contributions and novelties of our work96

can be summarized as follows:97

1) A new non-stationary RS-GBSM for VVLC channels is98

proposed. It considers the line-of-sight (LoS) component99

and the single-bounced (SB) rays that reflect off the100

effective scatterers located on the Tx-ring and the Rx-ring101

as well as the ellipse models. Furthermore, the pro-102

posed model considers the double-bounced (DB) rays that103

reflect off the effective scatterers located on both Tx-ring104

and Rx-ring models.105

2) Based on the proposed RS-GBSM, the statistical proper-106

ties of the VVLC channel are derived and thoroughly107

investigated, i.e., optical path lengths, optical received108

power, channel gain, mean excess delay, and root-mean-109

square (RMS) delay spread.110

3) The scatterers are distributed uniformly on the Tx-ring,111

Rx-ring, and an ellipse where the Tx and the target112

vehicle are located at the foci. The impacts of the angle of113

departure (AoD) and angle of arrival (AoA) on the VVLC114

channels statistical properties are investigated thoroughly.115

Consequently, it is demonstrated that the distributions of116

the channel gain in dB and RMS delay spread for SB117

components follow Gaussian distribution.118

4) Unlike existing models, the proposed RS-GBSM is able119

to model the DB rays. However, it is demonstrated120

that the DB components carry inconsiderable optical 121

power. 122

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II 123

presents the various existing VVLC channel models. 124

Section III describes the proposed RS-GBSM for VVLC chan- 125

nels. The main VVLC channel characteristics are presented in 126

Section IV. Simulation results and analysis are unveiled in 127

Section V. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section VI. 128

II. EXISTING CHANNEL MODELS FOR 129

VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS 130

For the sake of a VVLC link design and performance 131

evaluation, detailed knowledge about the underlying propa- 132

gation channel is indispensable. Therefore, channel modeling 133

is the very first step for efficient, reliable, and robust com- 134

munication systems design. The fundamental task of channel 135

modeling is finding an approach to model the communication 136

environment. In this context, RS-GBSMs have widely been 137

used in conventional RF-based vehicular systems to model 138

V2V channels [12]–[16]. In order to preserve the mathematical 139

tractability, RS-GBSMs assume that all the effective scatterers 140

are located on regular shapes such as rings, ellipses or a com- 141

bination of these shapes in the case of two-dimensional (2D) 142

channel modeling. Different from physical scatterers, effec- 143

tive scatterers may include several physical scatterers which 144

are unresolvable in delay domain [14]. Although RS-GBSM 145

approach is worthwhile even if the carrier frequency is dif- 146

ferent, channel knowledge obtained from conventional V2V 147

based radio systems cannot be directly used for V2V based 148

VLC systems. This is due to the fact that optical wireless 149

channels do not experience multipath fading since the PD 150

dimensions are in the order of millions of optical wavelengths, 151

which provides an efficient spatial diversity that exhibits a 152

high degree of immunity to multipath fading [17]. Further- 153

more, the use of intensity modulation/direct detection (IM/DD) 154

scheme in VLC systems eliminates Tx and Rx oscillators 155

and hence no frequency offset (FO) in VLC. On the other 156

hand, regarding Doppler shift, it was shown that Doppler fre- 157

quency has negligible effects in optical wireless communica- 158

tions (OWCs) systems [18]. This is because the corresponding 159

wavelength shift is small enough to assume that bandwidth 160

spreading and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) variation due to 161

Doppler are insignificant problems in most IM/DD systems. 162

Based on these facts, it can be concluded that there is no 163

small-scale fading in VLC. However, VLC suffer from the 164

effects of multipath dispersion, which manifests itself in a 165

practical sense as ISI. 166

A considerable amount of work has been done based on 167

VVLC in terms of R2V communication technology such 168

as [19] and [20]. However, the previous work considered only 169

the LoS channel between the Tx and Rx. Such a channel model 170

is deterministically derived based on a specific scenario of 171

application. In reality, however, the received signal contains 172

other non-LoS (NLoS) components arriving from different 173

paths due to multipath propagation. The latter components 174

result from reflections off surrounding obstacles. Further- 175

more, a short while ago, a deterministic VVLC V2V and 176

V2R channel models based on the ray-tracing method was 177
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Fig. 1. Typical VVLC environments.

proposed in [21] and [22]. This type of channel modeling178

requires a detailed and time-consuming description of the179

propagation environment and consequently cannot be easily180

generalized to a wider class of scenarios. The authors in [23]181

used geometry-based road-surface reflection model, which182

considered LoS and SB components. The latter model ignored183

all other reflections except that reflected off the road-surface,184

i.e., the asphalt. On the other hand, RS-GBSM approach185

has been employed for indoor VLC channels. The authors186

in [24] used the one-ring model for investigating indoor VLC187

channel characteristics. While in [25], a combined tow-ring188

and one ellipse model was proposed to model indoor VLC189

channels considering up to three reflections. A comprehen-190

sive survey of VLC channel measurements and models was191

provided in [26]. Most importantly, it is worth noting that192

the shortage of measurement-based channel models of VVLC,193

particularly for V2V scenarios, hinders the progress of IEEE194

802.15.7 standardization since it does not discuss any channel195

parameter details that describe the reference channel model.196

Motivated by the above research gaps, in this paper we197

propose a new non-stationary RS-GBSM that addresses all the198

aforementioned shortcomings of the existing VVLC channel199

models.200

III. VVLC CHANNEL MODEL201

For vehicular VLC channels, there are three major elements202

should be modeled: the road traffic, the environment adjacent203

to the road, and the wave propagation between the vehicles.204

In terms of first and second elements, this paper considers205

a SSS VVLC system model deployed in a typical urban206

canyon as illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, the road environment207

includes dynamic road traffic, e.g., moving cars, vans, and208

trucks, and the roadside environment, e.g., buildings, parked209

cars, road signs, and trees. In terms of wave propagation210

between the Tx and the target vehicles, there are further two211

key elements should be modeled, namely, the Tx pattern and212

the Rx aperture size. In VVLC, the Tx is usually an automotive213

LED headlamp. Unfortunately, since VVLC technology is still214

Fig. 2. A generic VVLC RS-GBSM combining a two-ring and a confocal
ellipse model.

in very early stages of research, a standard headlamp with 215

measured beam pattern model does not exist yet. Furthermore, 216

the existing Halogen and gas discharge (Xenon) lamps are not 217

suitable for intensity modulation purposes. Therefore, an ideal 218

Lambertian model is employed in this work. The generalized 219

Lambertian radiation pattern having uniaxial symmetry is 220

given as [27] 221

R (φT) =
α + 1
2π

cosα (φT) , φT ∈ [−π/2, π/2] . (1) 222

Here, α is the mode number of the radiation pattern, which 223

identifies the directionality of the optical source, while, φT is 224

the angle of irradiance which is commonly denoted as the 225

angle of departure (AoD). In this paper, the optical receiver is 226

assumed to be a non-imaging PIN photodiode (PD), which is 227

equipped at the rear end of the vehicle. The main reason for 228

preferring PDs is due to the fact that the OCC experiences light 229

flickering and provides low data rate compared to PD-based 230

systems, which are widely used in VLC [9]. The PD can be 231

modeled using it’s effective collection area AReff , which is 232

given as [27] 233

AReff =

{
AR cos(θR), 0 ≤ θR ≤ ΨFoV

0, θR > ΨFoV.
(2) 234

Here, AR is the area of the PD. Equation (2) indicates that 235

only the radiation that received by the PD within PD’s FoV 236

ΨFoV will be detected. The angle of incidence is denoted as the 237

angle of arrival (AoA). In terms of the optical wireless channel, 238

Fig. 2 illustrates the geometry of the proposed RS-GBSM for 239

VVLC channels. The geometry of the proposed model is a 240

combination of a two-ring model and a confocal ellipse model 241

considering a single- and double-bounce two-ring model, 242

a single-bounce ellipse model, in addition to the LoS com- 243

ponent. The probable optical paths and the definitions of key 244

geometry parameters are presented in Table I and Table II, 245

respectively. 246

In this study, the two-ring is proposed to model the scatterers 247

surrounding the Tx and Rx, whereas the ellipse is proposed to 248

take the stationary roadside environments into considerations. 249

Suppose there are N1 local scatterers around the Tx lying on 250

a ring of radius RT and the n1th (n1 = 1, . . . , N1) local 251
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TABLE I

PROBABLE OPTICAL PATHS

scatterer is denoted by Sn1 . Similarly, assume there are N2252

local scatterers around the Rx lying on a ring of radius RR253

and the n2th (n2 = 1, . . . , N2) local scatterer is denoted254

by Sn2 . For the ellipse model, N3 local scatterers lying on255

an ellipse and the n3th (n3 = 1, . . . , N3) local scatterer is256

denoted by Sn3 . Ellipses sharing common foci, i.e., they are257

confocal. Here, the ellipse’s foci coincide with the position258

of the Tx vehicle and target (Rx) vehicle. The lengths of the259

ellipse’s semi-major axis and semi-minor axis are denoted by260

the parameters a and b, respectively (assuming b < a). Based261

on ellipse definition, the Tx-Rx distance is given as D = 2f262

with f denoting the distance from the centre of the ellipse to263

a focus and the equality a2 = b2 + f2 holds. The Tx and Rx264

are moving with speeds υTx and υRx in directions determined265

by the angles of motion γTx and γRx, respectively. At the Tx,266

the AoDs are denoted by φn1
T , φn2

T , and φn3
T . While at the267

effective scatterers side Sn1 , Sn2 , and Sn3 the corresponding268

AoAs and AoDs are denoted by θn1
S , θn2

S , θn3
S , and φn1

S , φn2
S ,269

φn3
S , respectively. On the other hand, the corresponding AoAs270

of the waves that impinge on the Rx, are designated by θn1
R ,271

θn2
R , and θn3

R . In the literature, many different distributions272

have been proposed to characterize AoD φni

T and AoA θni

R ,273

such as Gaussian and the von Mises distributions [13]. In this274

paper, an isotropic scattering around the rings and ellipse is275

characterized by a uniform distribution of the AoD φni

T and276

AoA θni

R .277

Based on the proposed channel model, the channel impulse278

response (CIR) can be expressed as a superposition of the LoS279

and NLoS components, as280

h(t) = hLoS(t) + hNLoS(t). (3)281

The complexity of calculating the CIR grows exponentially282

with the number of reflections k. Furthermore, according283

to [17],
∥∥hk(t)

∥∥ → 0, k → ∞, and consequently the284

channel impulse response can be estimated considering only285

the primary reflections. For example, indoor optical wireless286

channel measurements have been demonstrated that the third287

reflection can deliver no more 5% from the transmitted power288

in most scenarios [28]. Therefore, this work considers the CIR289

for only primary reflections, i.e., SB and DB as well as the290

LoS component. Consequently, (3) can be rewritten in more291

detail regarding the SB and DB components, as292

h(t) = hLoS(t) +
I∑

i=1

hSBi (t) + hDB(t). (4)293

Here, I = 3 which means there are three subcomponents for 294

SB rays, i.e., SB − 11 from the Tx-ring, SB − 12 from the 295

Rx ring, and SB − 13 from the ellipse. For the sake of a more 296

practical VVLC channel model, the following two criteria have 297

been assumed. Firstly, we introduced the visibility function 298

V (θR) at the Rx side, which indicates that only the scatterers 299

that located within PD’s FoV will be considered. Visibility 300

function V (θR) can be expressed as a function of PD’s FoV 301

ΨFoV as 302

V (θR) =

{
1 if 0 ≤ AoA θR ≤ ΨFoV

0 if AoA θR > ΨFoV.
(5) 303

Secondly, the i−th ray, in the double-bounce model, is always 304

reflected off from a far scatterer to a near scatterer, relative to 305

the optical receiver. Therefore, some i-bounced components 306

are not necessarily to be considered making the proposed 307

model more realistic and practical. The LoS, SB and DB 308

channels within the proposed model will be more detailed in 309

next subsections. 310

A. The LoS Link 311

In the proposed model, if the Tx and Rx are stationary, 312

the LoS component of the CIR is deterministic and given as a 313

function of signal propagation delay between the Tx and Rx 314

as [29] 315

hLoS(t) =
(α + 1)AR V (θR)

2π(D)2
cosα(φLoS

T ) 316

×cos(θLoS
R ) δ(t − D

c
). (6) 317

Here, δ(.) refers to the Dirac delta function. However, if the 318

Tx and Rx are moving, (6) can be rewritten as 319

hLoS(t) =
(α + 1)AR V (θR)

2π(D(t)TR)2
cosα(φLoS

T ) 320

×cos(θLoS
R ) δ(t − D(t)TR

c
) (7) 321

where 322

D(t)TR = ε(t)TR − [ε(t)Tx − ε(t)Rx], υTx > υRx. (8) 323

Here, D(t)TR determines the time-varying distance between 324

the Tx and the target Rx. While, ε(t)TR, ε(t)Tx, and ε(t)Rx 325

are the initial Tx-Rx distance, Tx distance, and Rx distance, 326

respectively. If the Tx and Rx are moving with speeds υTx 327

and υRx in directions determined by the angles of motion γTx 328

and γRx, then the distances ε(t)Tx and ε(t)Rx, can be given as 329

ε(t)Tx = υTx×t×cos(γTx) and ε(t)Rx = υRx×t×cos(γRx), 330

respectively. 331

B. Single-Bounce Link 332

1) Single-Bounce Channel in Two-Ring Model: The first 333

probable optical path within the two-ring model is SB − 11. 334

The AoD of the nth transmitted wave is denoted by 335

φn1
T , and the corresponding AoA is described by θn1

R 336
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TABLE II

DEFINITIONS OF KEY GEOMETRY PARAMETERS

(n1 = 1, 2, ..., N1). The SB component of the CIR for link337

SB − 11 can be written as338

hSB
Tx−Ring(t) =

N1∑
n1=1

(α + 1) V (θR)
2π(RT)2

cosα(φn1
T ) cos(θn1

S )339

× (α + 1) AR ρVehicles

2π(εSn1−Rx)2
cosα(φn1

S ) cos(θn1
R )340

×δ(t − εSn1−Rx + RT

c
). (9)341

Similarly, the SB component of the CIR for link SB − 12342

can be written as343

hSB
Rx−Ring(t) =

N2∑
n2=1

(α + 1) V (θR)
2π(εTx−Sn2 )2

cosα(φn2
T ) cos(θn2

S )344

× (α + 1) AR ρVehicles

2π(RR)2
cosα(φn2

S ) cos(θn2
R )345

×δ(t − εTx−Sn2 + RR

c
). (10)346

Here, ρVehicles denotes the reflection coefficient of the347

vehicles body. The angle φn2
T,max in Fig. 2 designates the348

maximum AoD φn2
T that can be seen by the Rx. This quantity349

is related to RR and D by φn2
T,max = arctan(RR/D). From350

Fig. 2 and based on the application of the law of cosines in351

appropriate triangles, we get352

εSn1−Rx =
√

(RT)2 + (D0)2 − 2RTD0 cos(φT) (11)353

and354

εTx−Sn2 =
√

(RR)2 + (D0)2 − 2RTD0 cos(θR). (12)355

Note that the AoD and AoA are correlated for SB rays in356

the proposed model. Therefore, using the law of sines in357

appropriate triangles, we get358

θR = arcsin[
RT sin(φT)

εSn1−Rx
] (13)359

and360

φT = arcsin[
RR sin(θR)

εTx−Sn2
]. (14)361

Equations (13) and (14) are valid for links SB-11 and SB-12,362

respectively.363

Hence, (11) can be rewritten as 364

εSn1−Rx =

√√√√(RT)2 + (D0)2 − 2RTD0

√
1 − (

RTsin(θR)
εTx−Sn1

)2. 365

(15) 366

2) Single-Bounce Channel in Ellipse Model: According 367

to the proposed model, there is one more probable optical 368

path through the ellipse model, i.e., link SB − 13. The SB 369

component of the CIR for link SB − 13 can be written as 370

hSB
Ellipse(t) =

N3∑
n3=1

(α + 1) V (θR)
2π(εTx−Sn3 )2

cosα(φn3
T ) cos(θn3

S ) 371

× (α + 1) AR ρRoadside

2π(εSn3−Rx)2
cosα(φn3

S ) cos(θn3
R ) 372

×δ(t − εTx−Sn3 + εSn3−Rx

c
). (16) 373

Here, ρRoadside denotes the reflection coefficient of the road- 374

side substances. 375

The optical path lengths through the ellipse model can be 376

determined based on aforementioned ellipse properties. The 377

total optical path through the ellipse model is 378

εTx−Sn3 + εSn3−Rx = 2a (17) 379

According to the law of cosines in triangle Tx − Sn3 − Rx, 380

the optical path length between the Tx and a scatterer located 381

on the ellipse, can be given as 382

εTx−Sn3 =
√

(εSn3−Rx)
2+(2f)2 − 2(εSn3−Rx)(2f) cos(θn3

R ). 383

(18) 384

After doing some manipulation based on pure ellipse prop- 385

erties, we can get the relation between the path length and the 386

AoA θn3
R , as 387

εTx−Sn3 =
a2 + f2 + 2afcos(θn3

R )
a + fcos(θn3

R )
. (19) 388

Substituting (19) to (17), we get 389

εSn3−Rx =
b2

a + fcos(θn3
R )

. (20) 390
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Applying the law of sines to the triangle Tx−Sn3 −Rx so as391

to find the relationship between the AoA θn3
R and AoD φn3

T392

for ellipse scattering region, we get393

φn3
T = arcsin[

b2sin(θn3
R )

a2 + f2 + 2afcos(θn3
R )

] (21)394

and395

φn3
T = arccos[

2af + (a2 + f2) cos(θn3
R )

a2 + f2 + 2afcos(θn3
R )

]. (22)396

For single-bounce in the two-ring model and the ellipse397

model, due to the microscopic irregularities of the scatterers398

surfaces, the reflection pattern is assumed to be diffuse and399

hence the reflected components can correctly be approximated400

using the Lambertian reflection pattern. This model states that401

the total radiant power observed from a Lambertian surface is402

directly proportional to the cosine of the angle between the403

observer’s line-of-sight and the surface normal. At scatterers’404

surfaces, since there is no unique reference surface normal that405

we can refer to, we assumed that the surface normal angles406

are uniformly distributed over [φni

T , θni

R ]. Hence, the scattering407

angles can be characterized as the following criterion408

φni

T > θni

S , φni

S > θni

R , i = 1, 2, 3. (23)409

Accordingly, the angles pairs θn1
S , φn1

S , θn2
S , φn2

S , θn3
S , and φn3

S410

can be obtained by using trigonometry in triangles Tx−Sn1 −411

Rx, Tx − Sn2 − Rx, and Tx − Sn3 − Rx, respectively. For412

instance, according to trigonometry in Tx-ring model, if φn1
T413

and θn1
R have been determined as detailed previously, the third414

angle, i.e., the apex angle in the triangle Tx−Sn1−Rx can be415

determined accordingly. Hence, if θn1
S is assumed as uniformly416

distributed, φn1
S represents the complementary angle the of the417

apex in the triangle Tx − Sn1 − Rx. The same procedure is418

applied to determine θn2
S , φn2

S , θn3
S , and φn3

S .419

It is worth to notice that unlike in LoS scenario, in SB420

scenario, the shortest optical paths are not necessarily carry421

more power than other paths as will be noticed in Section V.422

This is due to the effect of AoA and AoD at the scatterers.423

C. Double-Bounce Link424

In the DB scenario, the received power mainly comes from425

the DB rays which are reflected twice, firstly at Tx-ring and426

then at the Rx-ring. The DB components within combined427

two-ring and confocal ellipse model, i.e., the optical paths428

Tx-Sn1-Sn3 -Rx and Tx-Sn3 -Sn2-Rx are ignored since they429

reflect less power compared to the two-ring model as reported430

in [25]. This is due to the longer path length and lower reflec-431

tivity ρRoadside of the roadside scatterers. The DB component432

of the CIR in the two-ring model can be expressed as433

hDB(t) =
N1,N2∑

n1,n2=1

(α + 1) V (θR) cosα(φn1
T ) cos(θn1

S )
2π(RT)2

434

× (α + 1) cosα(φn1
S ) cos(θn2

S ) ρVehicles

2π(εSn1−Sn2 )2
435

× (α + 1) cosα(φn2
S ) cos(θn2

R ) AR ρVehicles

2π(RR)2
436

×δ(t − DDB

c
) (24)437

From the quadrilateral Tx-Sn1 -Sn2-Rx, the distances DDB 438

and εSn1−Sn2 can be expressed as 439

DDB = TR + εSn1−Sn2 + RR (25) 440

and 441

(εSn1−Sn2 )2 = (εSn1−Rx)2 + (RR)2 442

− 2(εSn1−Rx)RR cos(θn1
R − θn2

R ). (26) 443

In the DB model, the AoA θni

S and the AoD φni

S (i = 1, 2) 444

at an effective scatterer, have been determined by using the 445

distances εSn1−Rx and εTx−Sn2 , in (11) and (12), respectively. 446

For example, to compute θn1
S and φn1

S angles in Tx-ring, 447

we use the law of cosines to determine the summit angle of 448

the triangle Tx − Sn1 − Sn2 with help of (12). Hence, if θn1
S 449

is assumed as uniformly distributed, φn1
S represents the com- 450

plementary angle of the apex in the triangle Tx − Sn1 − Sn2 . 451

The same procedure is applied to determine θn2
S and φn2

S in 452

Rx-ring by using law of cosines in triangle Sn1 − Sn2 − Rx 453

with help of (11). 454

IV. VVLC CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS 455

A. VVLC Channel DC Gain 456

For OWCs, channel effect is completely characterized by the 457

CIR h(t) [30]. Once calculated, CIR can be used to analyze 458

or simulate the effect of the optical wireless channel on the 459

performance of OWC systems. For intensity-in, intensity-out 460

channels, the zero-frequency (DC) value of their frequency 461

responses can be expressed as [29] 462

H(0) =
∫ ∞

−∞
h(t)dt. (27) 463

The latter expression is referred as channel DC gain, which 464

is the fraction of power emitted from a continuous-wave 465

transmitter that is detected by the receiver. The channel gain 466

in dB is given as [31] 467

Optical gain(dB) = −10 log10 H(0). (28) 468

B. Received Optical Power 469

According to the proposed model, the total received optical 470

power can be generally expressed as 471

PRx = PTx [H(0)LoS + H(0)SB + H(0)DB]. (29) 472

In terms of transmitted power PTx, since a standard LEDs 473

headlamp with measured beam pattern model is not available, 474

we considered the luminous intensity I (cd) at 50% (median) 475

of the low-beam tungsten-halogen headlamp. The isocandela 476

diagram for a pair of low-beam tungsten-halogen headlamps is 477

plotted in Fig. 3 [32]. Also, we consider the luminous efficacy 478

of radiation (LER) of a high power phosphor-coated WLED 479

to be 250.3 lm/W [23]. Thus the received optical power can 480

be expressed as 481

PRx =
I

LER
[H(0)LoS + H(0)SB + H(0)DB]. (30) 482

Here, PRx represents the total received optical power from 483

both LoS and NLoS components. 484
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Fig. 3. Isocandela diagram of the median luminous intensities for a pair of
low-beam tungsten-halogen headlamps [32].

TABLE III

MODEL PARAMETERS USED IN COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

C. VVLC Channel RMS Delay Spread485

Due to multipath reflection, the received signal appears486

as a sum of weighted, delayed copies of the transmitted487

signal [33]. Hence, wireless optical multipath channel stretches488

the transmitted signal in time resulting in the so-called tempo-489

ral dispersion. This major characteristic can be quantified by490

the RMS delay spread Drms of the CIR h(t) as [34]491

Drms =

√√√√∫ ∞
−∞(t − μτ )2h2(t)dt∫ ∞

−∞ h2(t)dt
(31)492

where μτ is the mean excess delay: μτ =
�∞
−∞ th2(t)dt
�∞
−∞ h2(t)dt

.493

Temporal dispersion directly determines the bandwidth of494

the optical wireless channel, where the maximum bit rate495

Rb ≤ 1/10Drms [35]. Furthermore, multipath dispersion will496

set the limit on the symbol length that can be used in order497

to avoid intersymbol interference (ISI) [17].498

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS499

For simulation purposes, the entries of the environment500

parameters are summarized in Table III. The initial Tx-Rx501

distance is assumed to be 70 m. Note that the Tx and the502

target vehicle are assumed to be located at the foci of the503

ellipse. Therefore, according to the geometrical properties of504

the ellipse, the semi-major axis is half of the major axis,505

Fig. 4. Received optical power, hRx= 0.2 m, 0.4 m, and 0.6 m.

i.e., 36.5 m. While the semi-minor axis is assumed as 10 m 506

to be suitable with lane width. In order to ensure safe driving, 507

the minimum distance between the Tx vehicle or Rx vehicle 508

and a scatterer is set as 1.5 m, which makes Tx and Rx 509

rings’ radius as 3 m. In terms of luminous intensity I , it is 510

assumed to be 7000 cd, at 50% (median) of the low-beam 511

tungsten-halogen headlamp [32]. The body of the vast major- 512

ity of vehicles is made from steel. Therefore, average painted 513

steel reflectance ρVehicles was considered. Likewise, for road- 514

side environments, average concrete reflectance ρRoadside was 515

selected. According to [33], the reasonable value of N is in 516

the range from 40 to 50. Furthermore, the standard values are 517

assumed for other model parameters such as PD’s area, PD’s 518

FoV, and mode number [17]. The most important VVLC chan- 519

nel characteristics are studied in the following subsections. 520

A. Received Optical Power 521

Let us assume that both the Tx and the Rx are moving in the 522

same direction, i.e., γTx = γRx = 0, but in different speeds, 523

e. g. , υTx = 6 m/s and υRx = 4 m/s which correspond to 524

21.6 km/h and 14.4 km/h, respectively. Note that the speeds 525

were chosen to be within urban speed limits. In terms of the 526

LoS component and according to (6) and (30), the received 527

optical power for different distances between the Tx and 528

Rx is presented in Fig. 4. Here, we consider three different 529

cases in which the PD is mounted at different heights hRx, 530

i.e., 0.6 m, 0.4 m and 0.2 m. The Tx is mounted at a 0.6 m 531

height, which is considered as the reference height. Note that 532

in the first case, the Tx and the Rx are on the same plane, 533

while there are 0.2 m and 0.4 m differences in the second 534

and third cases, respectively. Referring to Fig. 4, we can 535

highlight the following. The results show that in general the 536

received power decreases as the distance increases, which 537

is a intuitive behaviour. But in terms of the impact of PD 538

position, it can be noticed that the received power is higher 539

as Tx-Rx height difference increases. This is valid for Tx-Rx 540

distances longer than 20 m. However, before this, since the 541

Tx-Rx distances become shorter, the effects of both PD height 542

and the observation angle with respect to PD’s surface normal 543

are considered as the direct result of changes in the received 544

power. We can also clearly observe that the received power 545
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Fig. 5. Received optical power considering Lambertian headlamp and
low-beam tungsten-halogen headlamp hRx= 0.6 m.

Fig. 6. Received power from SB − 11 and SB − 12 components within the
two-ring model (t = 0, D = 70 m).

displays peaks at very short distance, specifically at 2 m, when546

there is height difference between the Tx and Rx, i.e., at 0.2 m547

and 0.4 m. This can be explained with the help of Fig. 3,548

where lower luminous intensities (cd) is obtained due to the549

effect of the higher vertical angles. For validation purposes,550

the simulation results based on Lambertian pattern showed a551

good agreement with those obtained by measurements based552

on using a low-beam tungsten-halogen headlamp in [32],553

as illustrated in Fig. 5. Here we assumed that both the Tx554

and Rx are mounted at a 0.6 m height.555

On the other hand, in terms of SB components, the received556

power from SB − 11 and SB − 12 components of the two-ring557

model can be obtained by applying (9) and (10), respectively,558

as shown in Fig. 6. Here, we deliberately use the time-domain559

to indicate SB components of the CIR for the proposed560

channel model. It can be noticed, firstly, that the SB − 11561

component carries more power than the SB − 12 components.562

This is due to the PD’s FoV constraint, which states that all563

the scatterers are within PD’s FoV. Secondly, the SB − 12564

component has a longer tail compared with SB − 11 because565

of the wider aperture of the optical source at the Tx side.566

Furthermore, according to the proposed model, the last prob-567

able SB components are caused by the surrounding roadside568

Fig. 7. Received power from SB − 11, SB − 12, and SB − 13 components
within the combined two-ring and confocal ellipse model (t = 0, D = 70 m).

Fig. 8. Total received power from the combined two-ring and confocal ellipse
models (t = 0, D = 70 m).

environments which are represented by the confocal ellipse 569

model. According to (16), the received power of SB − 13 570

component is illustrated in Fig. 7, alongside SB − 11 and 571

SB − 12 components. It can be observed that the received 572

power from SB − 13 is significantly lower as compared to 573

SB − 11 and SB − 12. This is due to two main factors: first, 574

in the ellipse model the optical rays travel longer distance 575

than their equivalents in the two-ring model and hence higher 576

path loss. This also explains why SB − 13 comes later than 577

the other first two components. Second, since we assumed that 578

ρRoadside represents the average of concrete reflectance, a high 579

portion of the incident power will be absorbed due to the low 580

concrete reflectivity. Simulation results in Fig. 7 can explain 581

the effects of optical path lengths in addition to losses at the 582

scatterers surfaces on the received optical power. In summary, 583

longer optical path length and lower reflectivity can reduce the 584

received signal strength. Consequently, the total power carried 585

by SB components of the combined two-ring and confocal 586

ellipse model is illustrated in Fig. 8. It is the sum of the power 587

curried by SB − 11 and SB − 12, and SB − 13. 588

In terms of the DB component of the CIR, the received 589

power which is obtained by applying (24) is presented 590

in Fig. 9. Here, the simulation results have been obtained 591
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Fig. 9. Received power from DB − 11 component within the two-ring model
(t = 0, D = 70 m).

Fig. 10. Received power from SB − 11, SB − 12, SB − 13, and DB − 11
components for the combined two-ring model and ellipse model (t = 0,
D = 70 m).

based on the initial distance only, i.e., t = 0 and D = 70 m.592

Compared with SB components, it can be noticed that the593

DB component carry a significantly smaller amount of power.594

It is worthwhile to mention that there are another probable595

optical paths can be double bounced within the proposed596

model as detailed in [25] for indoor VLC. For instance, one597

probable path can be scattered by the scatterers on the Tx-ring598

then reflected off by the scatterers on the ellipse. In this599

study, such paths are not considered because they will be600

highly attenuated and have insignificant contribution to the601

total power that arrives the PD. Although DB − 11 component602

carries insufficient power, it comes earlier than SB − 13 as it603

is clearly shown in Fig. 10. This is due to the shorter path604

length in the two-ring model. The SB and DB components of605

the CIR are shown in Fig. 10. However, for VLC, the first606

reflection is the most important component which limits the607

data rates. Late components show more dispersive channel608

characteristics resulting in high delay spread, and hence low609

channel bandwidth.610

The previous discussion was based on the static condition611

assumption, i.e., t = 0 and D = 70 m. Let’s consider the612

dynamic condition in which both Tx and Rx are moving in the613

Fig. 11. Received power form SB − 11 and SB − 12 component (the Tx
and Rx are moving, υTx = 21.6 km/h, υRx = 14.4 km/h, t = 0 − 5 s).

Fig. 12. The received optical power from LoS, SB, and DB components.

same direction with different speeds as detailed in Table III. 614

In terms of SB components in the two-ring model, Fig. 11 615

shows the contribution of the two-ring model when both the 616

Tx and Rx are moving according to (9) and (10). Here the 617

total power of both SB − 11 and SB − 12 is considered at 618

specific times. Since the Tx vehicle is moving relatively faster 619

than target Rx vehicle, the received power increases gradually. 620

In this case, the optical path lengths and both AoD and AoA 621

are the main parameters which are effects signal strength. 622

On the other hand, in terms of the DB component of the 623

CIR in the dynamic mode, simulation results have demon- 624

strated that the received power between 2.7 × 10−10 W and 625

1.4 ×10−11 W, which are corresponding to Tx-Rx distance 626

20 m and 70 m, respectively. The former distance represents 627

the minimum distance to maintain DB reflection between 628

two cars. In order to summarize above discussions regarding 629

received power, Fig. 12 illustrates the relationships between 630

the received optical powers from LoS, SB, and DB compo- 631

nents with Tx-Rx distances. The results are calculated based 632

on applying (7), (9), (10), and (24) using the parameters given 633

in Table III when the PD is mounted at 0.6 m height. 634

Since it has been demonstrated that DB components are 635

insufficient enough to be used for further analysis, the rest of 636

this paper will focus on SB components. 637
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Fig. 13. Channel gain (dB) for SB components in two-ring model.

B. VVLC Channel Gain638

The understanding of GBSM requires some basic knowl-639

edge about the statistical properties of the proposed chan-640

nel model, such as channel gain and RMS delay spread.641

The received signal consists of various components arriving642

from different paths. The path lengths of these components643

differ in proportion to the scatterers’ distribution. Therefore,644

the main concern is the fitting of the statistical properties of645

the proposed channel models to the statistics of real-world646

channels.647

In terms of channel gain in dB, let us now evaluate the648

mean channel gain and the distribution of channel gain at a649

particular distance, specifically 70 m. In this regard, based on650

simulation data we will investigate propagation characteristics651

for a large ensemble of scatterers locations with different652

angular distributions. Consequently, the resultant channel gain653

distribution for the SB components in the two-ring model is654

illustrated in Fig. 13. It can be noticed that the mean channel655

gain is −76.73 dB.656

In respect of analyzing the resultant channel gain distri-657

bution in Fig. 13, we can notice that the most potential658

distribution that fit the results is the Gaussian distribution.659

To evaluate the channel model at the given distance, two660

methods have been used. First, we performed a cumulative661

distribution function (CDF) fitting method for the resultant662

distribution. A Monte Carlo simulation of 106 iterations (real-663

izations) is carried out. In each realization, the value of664

the AoD/AoA is randomly generated following a uniform665

distribution. The resultant distribution is then verified by666

applying empirical CDF technique, which is a built-in function667

in MATLAB. The CDF fitting result is illustrated in Fig. 14.668

Here, we can notice that the CDF fitting method produces a669

good fit across all the channel gain samples. Second, we use670

the χ2- goodness-of-fit test [40]. The χ2-test is generally671

used to test the hypothesis that a function F (x) is the672

distribution of the sample population x1, x2, . . . , xn. If the673

sample population deviates too much from F (x) then that674

hypothesis will be rejected. Here, we will perform the test675

on all groups of data for the distribution that obtained from676

SB components in the two-ring model. The result of the677

Fig. 14. CDF fitting for simulation results of VVLC channel gain.

Fig. 15. Curve fitting of channel RMS delay spread histogram for SB
components in the two-ring model.

simulation is analyzed using χ2-goodness-of-fit test built-in 678

function in MATLAB. According to that function, the test 679

result is denoted by χ2
.05, which means that the null hypothesis 680

has been estimated at the 5% significance level. Consequently, 681

if χ2
.05 is 1, the test rejects the null hypothesis, while if the 682

returned value χ2
.05 = 0, that means the test does not reject 683

the null hypothesis at the default 5% significance level. Based 684

on our simulation results, examining the normal distribution 685

has passed the χ2-test. In terms of results validation, it is 686

worth mentioning that comparable results have been obtained 687

in [31]. 688

C. RMS Delay Spread 689

By following the same methodology which is used in 690

Section V-B, in this subsection, the RMS delay spread model 691

for the SB channels is developed. Here, Gaussian distrib- 692

ution has been examined again to model the RMS delay 693

spread Drms of VVLC channels. In this context, Gaussian 694

distribution has passed the χ2-test firstly. Secondly, we used 695

the probability density function (PDF) fitting method to char- 696

acterize the results with the theoretical PDF of Gaussian 697

distribution as illustrated in Fig. 15. The last figure shows 698

that the Gaussian is a good estimate for RMS delay spread of 699

SB components. 700
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VI. CONCLUSIONS701

VLC technology has been considered as an alternative702

and complementary to RF wireless communications for both703

indoor and outdoor applications. Therefore, in this paper,704

the potential of using VLC technology in vehicular commu-705

nications has been investigated. A RS-GBSM combining the706

two-ring and confocal ellipse models has been adopted to707

model VVLC channels. VVLC channel characteristics have708

been investigated through a large set of channel impulse709

responses generated from the proposed RS-GBSM. The710

received optical powers for LoS, SB, and DB components have711

been computed along different distance ranges between 0 and712

70 m. Furthermore, the LoS received power has been obtained713

when the PD is mounted at three different heights. In terms of714

SB components, the traditional fitting methods have confirmed715

that the Gaussian distributions are the best fit for channel716

gain in dB and RMS delay spread. Finally, the results have717

indicated that the DB components carry inconsiderable optical718

power.719
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Abstract— In this paper, a new non-stationary regular-shaped1

geometry-based stochastic model (RS-GBSM) is proposed for2

vehicular visible light communications (VVLC) channels. TheAQ:1 3

proposed model utilizes a combined two-ring model and a4

confocal ellipse model, in which the received optical power is5

constructed as a sum of single-bounced (SB) and double-bounced6

(DB) components, in addition to the line-of-sight (LoS) com-7

ponent. Using the proposed RS-GBSM, the channel impulse8

response is generated and utilized to investigate VVLC chan-9

nel characteristics, such as channel gain and root-mean-square10

(RMS) delay spread. The received optical power is computed11

considering the distance between the optical transmitter (Tx) and12

the optical receiver (Rx). Moreover, the impact of the Rx height13

on the received power is considered for the LoS scenario. The14

results show that the LoS power highly depends on the distance,15

Rx height, and the optical source pattern. For the SB components,16

it is confirmed that the channel gain in dB and the RMS delay17

spread follow Gaussian distributions. Finally, the results indicate18

that the detected optical power from the DB components is low19

enough to be overlooked.20
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Index Terms— Channel gain, RMS delay spread, RS-GBSM, 21

vehicle-to-vehicle communications, visible light communications. 22

I. INTRODUCTION 23

W ITH nearly 1.3 million people dying in road crashes 24

yearly and in average 3,287 deaths per day, road traffic 25

crashes become the ninth leading cause of death and account 26

for 2.2% of all deaths globally [1]. Road traffic injuries are 27

considered as the leading cause of death among young people 28

at ages 15–29 [2] and the second leading cause of death 29

worldwide among young people at ages 5–14. Unless action 30

is taken, road traffic injuries are predicted to become the fifth 31

leading cause of death by 2030 [1]. On the other hand, road 32

crashes cost USD $518 billion globally [3]. Consequently, 33

many researches and projects have been conducted in order 34

to get a better traffic system. Vehicular communication is 35

an important and emerging area of research in the field of 36

vehicular technology. The main objective of using this new 37

technology is to create an accident-free environment. Vehicular 38

networks would potentially have three main types of commu- 39

nications, i.e., road infrastructure-to-vehicle (R2V), vehicle- 40

to-road infrastructure (V2R), and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) 41

communications. The first two scenarios of communication 42

enable the driver to access the Internet to get directions, 43

road maps, congestions, and accidents in real time. On the 44

other hand, V2V communications enable the cars to share the 45

information with each other in order to exchange information 46

that may be useful in facilitating road safety such as collision 47

warning, lane departure, loss of stability, braking, speed, 48

direction of travel and location. Recently, vehicular ad-hoc 49

network (VANET) is an advanced network which mainly pro- 50

vides intelligent transportation systems (ITS) services to the 51

end users to improve road safety and traffic efficiency. VANET 52

uses dedicated short-range communications (DSRC)/wireless 53

access in vehicular environments (WAVE) protocols for fast 54

data communications. 55

In order to implement aforementioned standards, new hard- 56

ware need to be added. However, adding more hardware to the 57

infrastructures and cars is always an issue in terms of cost and 58

power consumption. Therefore, the idea is to take advantage of 59

visible light communications (VLC) technology in vehicular 60

communications to introduce the so-called vehicular VLC 61

(VVLC) [4]. VLC based on light-emitting diodes (LEDs) 62

1536-1276 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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have attracted ever increasing attention, particularly for indoor63

wireless data transmission [5], [6]. Compared to conventional64

vehicular cellular systems, VVLC scenarios can be classified65

as a small spatial scale (SSS) communication scenario since66

the distance between the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx)67

is smaller than 300 meters [7], [8]. In terms of infrastructure,68

cars already have LEDs such as front headlights, tail light,69

and wing mirror flasher that can be used for data transmission.70

At the receiving side, an ordinary camera-based receiver can71

act as an optical receiver. Most recently, the combination72

of the VLC technology with a camera is termed as optical73

camera communication (OCC) system [9]. The fact that new74

cars are equipped with cameras will pave the way for VVLC.75

For instance, the United States will require backup (rear76

view) cameras to be installed in new cars beginning in 2018.77

Furthermore, the transportation lighting infrastructure such as78

street lamps, traffic lights, variable message boards, etc., are79

changing to LEDs, which results in further cost reduction since80

no new infrastructure expense is required. On the other hand,81

this new technology is not a night technology as it would82

seem, since it can be used in daytime, especially after the road83

safety legislative requirements have been made. For instance,84

in 2008, European Commission adopted a legislation that all85

new cars will have to be equipped with daytime running lights86

(DRLs) [10]. DRLs are designed to come on automatically87

when the engine is started [11].88

In this paper, we derive a new regular-shaped geometry-89

based stochastic model (RS-GBSM) for VVLC channels.90

In this model, the effective scatterers are located on reg-91

ular shapes, namely, two rings and one confocal ellipse.92

A RS-GBSM is mathematically tractable and to the authors’93

knowledge, this is the first time that a RS-GBSM is proposed94

to investigate VVLC channel characteristics.95

Overall, the major contributions and novelties of our work96

can be summarized as follows:97

1) A new non-stationary RS-GBSM for VVLC channels is98

proposed. It considers the line-of-sight (LoS) component99

and the single-bounced (SB) rays that reflect off the100

effective scatterers located on the Tx-ring and the Rx-ring101

as well as the ellipse models. Furthermore, the pro-102

posed model considers the double-bounced (DB) rays that103

reflect off the effective scatterers located on both Tx-ring104

and Rx-ring models.105

2) Based on the proposed RS-GBSM, the statistical proper-106

ties of the VVLC channel are derived and thoroughly107

investigated, i.e., optical path lengths, optical received108

power, channel gain, mean excess delay, and root-mean-109

square (RMS) delay spread.110

3) The scatterers are distributed uniformly on the Tx-ring,111

Rx-ring, and an ellipse where the Tx and the target112

vehicle are located at the foci. The impacts of the angle of113

departure (AoD) and angle of arrival (AoA) on the VVLC114

channels statistical properties are investigated thoroughly.115

Consequently, it is demonstrated that the distributions of116

the channel gain in dB and RMS delay spread for SB117

components follow Gaussian distribution.118

4) Unlike existing models, the proposed RS-GBSM is able119

to model the DB rays. However, it is demonstrated120

that the DB components carry inconsiderable optical 121

power. 122

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II 123

presents the various existing VVLC channel models. 124

Section III describes the proposed RS-GBSM for VVLC chan- 125

nels. The main VVLC channel characteristics are presented in 126

Section IV. Simulation results and analysis are unveiled in 127

Section V. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section VI. 128

II. EXISTING CHANNEL MODELS FOR 129

VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS 130

For the sake of a VVLC link design and performance 131

evaluation, detailed knowledge about the underlying propa- 132

gation channel is indispensable. Therefore, channel modeling 133

is the very first step for efficient, reliable, and robust com- 134

munication systems design. The fundamental task of channel 135

modeling is finding an approach to model the communication 136

environment. In this context, RS-GBSMs have widely been 137

used in conventional RF-based vehicular systems to model 138

V2V channels [12]–[16]. In order to preserve the mathematical 139

tractability, RS-GBSMs assume that all the effective scatterers 140

are located on regular shapes such as rings, ellipses or a com- 141

bination of these shapes in the case of two-dimensional (2D) 142

channel modeling. Different from physical scatterers, effec- 143

tive scatterers may include several physical scatterers which 144

are unresolvable in delay domain [14]. Although RS-GBSM 145

approach is worthwhile even if the carrier frequency is dif- 146

ferent, channel knowledge obtained from conventional V2V 147

based radio systems cannot be directly used for V2V based 148

VLC systems. This is due to the fact that optical wireless 149

channels do not experience multipath fading since the PD 150

dimensions are in the order of millions of optical wavelengths, 151

which provides an efficient spatial diversity that exhibits a 152

high degree of immunity to multipath fading [17]. Further- 153

more, the use of intensity modulation/direct detection (IM/DD) 154

scheme in VLC systems eliminates Tx and Rx oscillators 155

and hence no frequency offset (FO) in VLC. On the other 156

hand, regarding Doppler shift, it was shown that Doppler fre- 157

quency has negligible effects in optical wireless communica- 158

tions (OWCs) systems [18]. This is because the corresponding 159

wavelength shift is small enough to assume that bandwidth 160

spreading and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) variation due to 161

Doppler are insignificant problems in most IM/DD systems. 162

Based on these facts, it can be concluded that there is no 163

small-scale fading in VLC. However, VLC suffer from the 164

effects of multipath dispersion, which manifests itself in a 165

practical sense as ISI. 166

A considerable amount of work has been done based on 167

VVLC in terms of R2V communication technology such 168

as [19] and [20]. However, the previous work considered only 169

the LoS channel between the Tx and Rx. Such a channel model 170

is deterministically derived based on a specific scenario of 171

application. In reality, however, the received signal contains 172

other non-LoS (NLoS) components arriving from different 173

paths due to multipath propagation. The latter components 174

result from reflections off surrounding obstacles. Further- 175

more, a short while ago, a deterministic VVLC V2V and 176

V2R channel models based on the ray-tracing method was 177
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Fig. 1. Typical VVLC environments.

proposed in [21] and [22]. This type of channel modeling178

requires a detailed and time-consuming description of the179

propagation environment and consequently cannot be easily180

generalized to a wider class of scenarios. The authors in [23]181

used geometry-based road-surface reflection model, which182

considered LoS and SB components. The latter model ignored183

all other reflections except that reflected off the road-surface,184

i.e., the asphalt. On the other hand, RS-GBSM approach185

has been employed for indoor VLC channels. The authors186

in [24] used the one-ring model for investigating indoor VLC187

channel characteristics. While in [25], a combined tow-ring188

and one ellipse model was proposed to model indoor VLC189

channels considering up to three reflections. A comprehen-190

sive survey of VLC channel measurements and models was191

provided in [26]. Most importantly, it is worth noting that192

the shortage of measurement-based channel models of VVLC,193

particularly for V2V scenarios, hinders the progress of IEEE194

802.15.7 standardization since it does not discuss any channel195

parameter details that describe the reference channel model.196

Motivated by the above research gaps, in this paper we197

propose a new non-stationary RS-GBSM that addresses all the198

aforementioned shortcomings of the existing VVLC channel199

models.200

III. VVLC CHANNEL MODEL201

For vehicular VLC channels, there are three major elements202

should be modeled: the road traffic, the environment adjacent203

to the road, and the wave propagation between the vehicles.204

In terms of first and second elements, this paper considers205

a SSS VVLC system model deployed in a typical urban206

canyon as illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, the road environment207

includes dynamic road traffic, e.g., moving cars, vans, and208

trucks, and the roadside environment, e.g., buildings, parked209

cars, road signs, and trees. In terms of wave propagation210

between the Tx and the target vehicles, there are further two211

key elements should be modeled, namely, the Tx pattern and212

the Rx aperture size. In VVLC, the Tx is usually an automotive213

LED headlamp. Unfortunately, since VVLC technology is still214

Fig. 2. A generic VVLC RS-GBSM combining a two-ring and a confocal
ellipse model.

in very early stages of research, a standard headlamp with 215

measured beam pattern model does not exist yet. Furthermore, 216

the existing Halogen and gas discharge (Xenon) lamps are not 217

suitable for intensity modulation purposes. Therefore, an ideal 218

Lambertian model is employed in this work. The generalized 219

Lambertian radiation pattern having uniaxial symmetry is 220

given as [27] 221

R (φT) =
α + 1
2π

cosα (φT) , φT ∈ [−π/2, π/2] . (1) 222

Here, α is the mode number of the radiation pattern, which 223

identifies the directionality of the optical source, while, φT is 224

the angle of irradiance which is commonly denoted as the 225

angle of departure (AoD). In this paper, the optical receiver is 226

assumed to be a non-imaging PIN photodiode (PD), which is 227

equipped at the rear end of the vehicle. The main reason for 228

preferring PDs is due to the fact that the OCC experiences light 229

flickering and provides low data rate compared to PD-based 230

systems, which are widely used in VLC [9]. The PD can be 231

modeled using it’s effective collection area AReff , which is 232

given as [27] 233

AReff =

{
AR cos(θR), 0 ≤ θR ≤ ΨFoV

0, θR > ΨFoV.
(2) 234

Here, AR is the area of the PD. Equation (2) indicates that 235

only the radiation that received by the PD within PD’s FoV 236

ΨFoV will be detected. The angle of incidence is denoted as the 237

angle of arrival (AoA). In terms of the optical wireless channel, 238

Fig. 2 illustrates the geometry of the proposed RS-GBSM for 239

VVLC channels. The geometry of the proposed model is a 240

combination of a two-ring model and a confocal ellipse model 241

considering a single- and double-bounce two-ring model, 242

a single-bounce ellipse model, in addition to the LoS com- 243

ponent. The probable optical paths and the definitions of key 244

geometry parameters are presented in Table I and Table II, 245

respectively. 246

In this study, the two-ring is proposed to model the scatterers 247

surrounding the Tx and Rx, whereas the ellipse is proposed to 248

take the stationary roadside environments into considerations. 249

Suppose there are N1 local scatterers around the Tx lying on 250

a ring of radius RT and the n1th (n1 = 1, . . . , N1) local 251
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TABLE I

PROBABLE OPTICAL PATHS

scatterer is denoted by Sn1 . Similarly, assume there are N2252

local scatterers around the Rx lying on a ring of radius RR253

and the n2th (n2 = 1, . . . , N2) local scatterer is denoted254

by Sn2 . For the ellipse model, N3 local scatterers lying on255

an ellipse and the n3th (n3 = 1, . . . , N3) local scatterer is256

denoted by Sn3 . Ellipses sharing common foci, i.e., they are257

confocal. Here, the ellipse’s foci coincide with the position258

of the Tx vehicle and target (Rx) vehicle. The lengths of the259

ellipse’s semi-major axis and semi-minor axis are denoted by260

the parameters a and b, respectively (assuming b < a). Based261

on ellipse definition, the Tx-Rx distance is given as D = 2f262

with f denoting the distance from the centre of the ellipse to263

a focus and the equality a2 = b2 + f2 holds. The Tx and Rx264

are moving with speeds υTx and υRx in directions determined265

by the angles of motion γTx and γRx, respectively. At the Tx,266

the AoDs are denoted by φn1
T , φn2

T , and φn3
T . While at the267

effective scatterers side Sn1 , Sn2 , and Sn3 the corresponding268

AoAs and AoDs are denoted by θn1
S , θn2

S , θn3
S , and φn1

S , φn2
S ,269

φn3
S , respectively. On the other hand, the corresponding AoAs270

of the waves that impinge on the Rx, are designated by θn1
R ,271

θn2
R , and θn3

R . In the literature, many different distributions272

have been proposed to characterize AoD φni

T and AoA θni

R ,273

such as Gaussian and the von Mises distributions [13]. In this274

paper, an isotropic scattering around the rings and ellipse is275

characterized by a uniform distribution of the AoD φni

T and276

AoA θni

R .277

Based on the proposed channel model, the channel impulse278

response (CIR) can be expressed as a superposition of the LoS279

and NLoS components, as280

h(t) = hLoS(t) + hNLoS(t). (3)281

The complexity of calculating the CIR grows exponentially282

with the number of reflections k. Furthermore, according283

to [17],
∥∥hk(t)

∥∥ → 0, k → ∞, and consequently the284

channel impulse response can be estimated considering only285

the primary reflections. For example, indoor optical wireless286

channel measurements have been demonstrated that the third287

reflection can deliver no more 5% from the transmitted power288

in most scenarios [28]. Therefore, this work considers the CIR289

for only primary reflections, i.e., SB and DB as well as the290

LoS component. Consequently, (3) can be rewritten in more291

detail regarding the SB and DB components, as292

h(t) = hLoS(t) +
I∑

i=1

hSBi (t) + hDB(t). (4)293

Here, I = 3 which means there are three subcomponents for 294

SB rays, i.e., SB − 11 from the Tx-ring, SB − 12 from the 295

Rx ring, and SB − 13 from the ellipse. For the sake of a more 296

practical VVLC channel model, the following two criteria have 297

been assumed. Firstly, we introduced the visibility function 298

V (θR) at the Rx side, which indicates that only the scatterers 299

that located within PD’s FoV will be considered. Visibility 300

function V (θR) can be expressed as a function of PD’s FoV 301

ΨFoV as 302

V (θR) =

{
1 if 0 ≤ AoA θR ≤ ΨFoV

0 if AoA θR > ΨFoV.
(5) 303

Secondly, the i−th ray, in the double-bounce model, is always 304

reflected off from a far scatterer to a near scatterer, relative to 305

the optical receiver. Therefore, some i-bounced components 306

are not necessarily to be considered making the proposed 307

model more realistic and practical. The LoS, SB and DB 308

channels within the proposed model will be more detailed in 309

next subsections. 310

A. The LoS Link 311

In the proposed model, if the Tx and Rx are stationary, 312

the LoS component of the CIR is deterministic and given as a 313

function of signal propagation delay between the Tx and Rx 314

as [29] 315

hLoS(t) =
(α + 1)AR V (θR)

2π(D)2
cosα(φLoS

T ) 316

×cos(θLoS
R ) δ(t − D

c
). (6) 317

Here, δ(.) refers to the Dirac delta function. However, if the 318

Tx and Rx are moving, (6) can be rewritten as 319

hLoS(t) =
(α + 1)AR V (θR)

2π(D(t)TR)2
cosα(φLoS

T ) 320

×cos(θLoS
R ) δ(t − D(t)TR

c
) (7) 321

where 322

D(t)TR = ε(t)TR − [ε(t)Tx − ε(t)Rx], υTx > υRx. (8) 323

Here, D(t)TR determines the time-varying distance between 324

the Tx and the target Rx. While, ε(t)TR, ε(t)Tx, and ε(t)Rx 325

are the initial Tx-Rx distance, Tx distance, and Rx distance, 326

respectively. If the Tx and Rx are moving with speeds υTx 327

and υRx in directions determined by the angles of motion γTx 328

and γRx, then the distances ε(t)Tx and ε(t)Rx, can be given as 329

ε(t)Tx = υTx×t×cos(γTx) and ε(t)Rx = υRx×t×cos(γRx), 330

respectively. 331

B. Single-Bounce Link 332

1) Single-Bounce Channel in Two-Ring Model: The first 333

probable optical path within the two-ring model is SB − 11. 334

The AoD of the nth transmitted wave is denoted by 335

φn1
T , and the corresponding AoA is described by θn1

R 336
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TABLE II

DEFINITIONS OF KEY GEOMETRY PARAMETERS

(n1 = 1, 2, ..., N1). The SB component of the CIR for link337

SB − 11 can be written as338

hSB
Tx−Ring(t) =

N1∑
n1=1

(α + 1) V (θR)
2π(RT)2

cosα(φn1
T ) cos(θn1

S )339

× (α + 1) AR ρVehicles

2π(εSn1−Rx)2
cosα(φn1

S ) cos(θn1
R )340

×δ(t − εSn1−Rx + RT

c
). (9)341

Similarly, the SB component of the CIR for link SB − 12342

can be written as343

hSB
Rx−Ring(t) =

N2∑
n2=1

(α + 1) V (θR)
2π(εTx−Sn2 )2

cosα(φn2
T ) cos(θn2

S )344

× (α + 1) AR ρVehicles

2π(RR)2
cosα(φn2

S ) cos(θn2
R )345

×δ(t − εTx−Sn2 + RR

c
). (10)346

Here, ρVehicles denotes the reflection coefficient of the347

vehicles body. The angle φn2
T,max in Fig. 2 designates the348

maximum AoD φn2
T that can be seen by the Rx. This quantity349

is related to RR and D by φn2
T,max = arctan(RR/D). From350

Fig. 2 and based on the application of the law of cosines in351

appropriate triangles, we get352

εSn1−Rx =
√

(RT)2 + (D0)2 − 2RTD0 cos(φT) (11)353

and354

εTx−Sn2 =
√

(RR)2 + (D0)2 − 2RTD0 cos(θR). (12)355

Note that the AoD and AoA are correlated for SB rays in356

the proposed model. Therefore, using the law of sines in357

appropriate triangles, we get358

θR = arcsin[
RT sin(φT)

εSn1−Rx
] (13)359

and360

φT = arcsin[
RR sin(θR)

εTx−Sn2
]. (14)361

Equations (13) and (14) are valid for links SB-11 and SB-12,362

respectively.363

Hence, (11) can be rewritten as 364

εSn1−Rx =

√√√√(RT)2 + (D0)2 − 2RTD0

√
1 − (

RTsin(θR)
εTx−Sn1

)2. 365

(15) 366

2) Single-Bounce Channel in Ellipse Model: According 367

to the proposed model, there is one more probable optical 368

path through the ellipse model, i.e., link SB − 13. The SB 369

component of the CIR for link SB − 13 can be written as 370

hSB
Ellipse(t) =

N3∑
n3=1

(α + 1) V (θR)
2π(εTx−Sn3 )2

cosα(φn3
T ) cos(θn3

S ) 371

× (α + 1) AR ρRoadside

2π(εSn3−Rx)2
cosα(φn3

S ) cos(θn3
R ) 372

×δ(t − εTx−Sn3 + εSn3−Rx

c
). (16) 373

Here, ρRoadside denotes the reflection coefficient of the road- 374

side substances. 375

The optical path lengths through the ellipse model can be 376

determined based on aforementioned ellipse properties. The 377

total optical path through the ellipse model is 378

εTx−Sn3 + εSn3−Rx = 2a (17) 379

According to the law of cosines in triangle Tx − Sn3 − Rx, 380

the optical path length between the Tx and a scatterer located 381

on the ellipse, can be given as 382

εTx−Sn3 =
√

(εSn3−Rx)
2+(2f)2 − 2(εSn3−Rx)(2f) cos(θn3

R ). 383

(18) 384

After doing some manipulation based on pure ellipse prop- 385

erties, we can get the relation between the path length and the 386

AoA θn3
R , as 387

εTx−Sn3 =
a2 + f2 + 2afcos(θn3

R )
a + fcos(θn3

R )
. (19) 388

Substituting (19) to (17), we get 389

εSn3−Rx =
b2

a + fcos(θn3
R )

. (20) 390
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Applying the law of sines to the triangle Tx−Sn3 −Rx so as391

to find the relationship between the AoA θn3
R and AoD φn3

T392

for ellipse scattering region, we get393

φn3
T = arcsin[

b2sin(θn3
R )

a2 + f2 + 2afcos(θn3
R )

] (21)394

and395

φn3
T = arccos[

2af + (a2 + f2) cos(θn3
R )

a2 + f2 + 2afcos(θn3
R )

]. (22)396

For single-bounce in the two-ring model and the ellipse397

model, due to the microscopic irregularities of the scatterers398

surfaces, the reflection pattern is assumed to be diffuse and399

hence the reflected components can correctly be approximated400

using the Lambertian reflection pattern. This model states that401

the total radiant power observed from a Lambertian surface is402

directly proportional to the cosine of the angle between the403

observer’s line-of-sight and the surface normal. At scatterers’404

surfaces, since there is no unique reference surface normal that405

we can refer to, we assumed that the surface normal angles406

are uniformly distributed over [φni

T , θni

R ]. Hence, the scattering407

angles can be characterized as the following criterion408

φni

T > θni

S , φni

S > θni

R , i = 1, 2, 3. (23)409

Accordingly, the angles pairs θn1
S , φn1

S , θn2
S , φn2

S , θn3
S , and φn3

S410

can be obtained by using trigonometry in triangles Tx−Sn1 −411

Rx, Tx − Sn2 − Rx, and Tx − Sn3 − Rx, respectively. For412

instance, according to trigonometry in Tx-ring model, if φn1
T413

and θn1
R have been determined as detailed previously, the third414

angle, i.e., the apex angle in the triangle Tx−Sn1−Rx can be415

determined accordingly. Hence, if θn1
S is assumed as uniformly416

distributed, φn1
S represents the complementary angle the of the417

apex in the triangle Tx − Sn1 − Rx. The same procedure is418

applied to determine θn2
S , φn2

S , θn3
S , and φn3

S .419

It is worth to notice that unlike in LoS scenario, in SB420

scenario, the shortest optical paths are not necessarily carry421

more power than other paths as will be noticed in Section V.422

This is due to the effect of AoA and AoD at the scatterers.423

C. Double-Bounce Link424

In the DB scenario, the received power mainly comes from425

the DB rays which are reflected twice, firstly at Tx-ring and426

then at the Rx-ring. The DB components within combined427

two-ring and confocal ellipse model, i.e., the optical paths428

Tx-Sn1-Sn3 -Rx and Tx-Sn3 -Sn2-Rx are ignored since they429

reflect less power compared to the two-ring model as reported430

in [25]. This is due to the longer path length and lower reflec-431

tivity ρRoadside of the roadside scatterers. The DB component432

of the CIR in the two-ring model can be expressed as433

hDB(t) =
N1,N2∑

n1,n2=1

(α + 1) V (θR) cosα(φn1
T ) cos(θn1

S )
2π(RT)2

434

× (α + 1) cosα(φn1
S ) cos(θn2

S ) ρVehicles

2π(εSn1−Sn2 )2
435

× (α + 1) cosα(φn2
S ) cos(θn2

R ) AR ρVehicles

2π(RR)2
436

×δ(t − DDB

c
) (24)437

From the quadrilateral Tx-Sn1 -Sn2-Rx, the distances DDB 438

and εSn1−Sn2 can be expressed as 439

DDB = TR + εSn1−Sn2 + RR (25) 440

and 441

(εSn1−Sn2 )2 = (εSn1−Rx)2 + (RR)2 442

− 2(εSn1−Rx)RR cos(θn1
R − θn2

R ). (26) 443

In the DB model, the AoA θni

S and the AoD φni

S (i = 1, 2) 444

at an effective scatterer, have been determined by using the 445

distances εSn1−Rx and εTx−Sn2 , in (11) and (12), respectively. 446

For example, to compute θn1
S and φn1

S angles in Tx-ring, 447

we use the law of cosines to determine the summit angle of 448

the triangle Tx − Sn1 − Sn2 with help of (12). Hence, if θn1
S 449

is assumed as uniformly distributed, φn1
S represents the com- 450

plementary angle of the apex in the triangle Tx − Sn1 − Sn2 . 451

The same procedure is applied to determine θn2
S and φn2

S in 452

Rx-ring by using law of cosines in triangle Sn1 − Sn2 − Rx 453

with help of (11). 454

IV. VVLC CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS 455

A. VVLC Channel DC Gain 456

For OWCs, channel effect is completely characterized by the 457

CIR h(t) [30]. Once calculated, CIR can be used to analyze 458

or simulate the effect of the optical wireless channel on the 459

performance of OWC systems. For intensity-in, intensity-out 460

channels, the zero-frequency (DC) value of their frequency 461

responses can be expressed as [29] 462

H(0) =
∫ ∞

−∞
h(t)dt. (27) 463

The latter expression is referred as channel DC gain, which 464

is the fraction of power emitted from a continuous-wave 465

transmitter that is detected by the receiver. The channel gain 466

in dB is given as [31] 467

Optical gain(dB) = −10 log10 H(0). (28) 468

B. Received Optical Power 469

According to the proposed model, the total received optical 470

power can be generally expressed as 471

PRx = PTx [H(0)LoS + H(0)SB + H(0)DB]. (29) 472

In terms of transmitted power PTx, since a standard LEDs 473

headlamp with measured beam pattern model is not available, 474

we considered the luminous intensity I (cd) at 50% (median) 475

of the low-beam tungsten-halogen headlamp. The isocandela 476

diagram for a pair of low-beam tungsten-halogen headlamps is 477

plotted in Fig. 3 [32]. Also, we consider the luminous efficacy 478

of radiation (LER) of a high power phosphor-coated WLED 479

to be 250.3 lm/W [23]. Thus the received optical power can 480

be expressed as 481

PRx =
I

LER
[H(0)LoS + H(0)SB + H(0)DB]. (30) 482

Here, PRx represents the total received optical power from 483

both LoS and NLoS components. 484
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Fig. 3. Isocandela diagram of the median luminous intensities for a pair of
low-beam tungsten-halogen headlamps [32].

TABLE III

MODEL PARAMETERS USED IN COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

C. VVLC Channel RMS Delay Spread485

Due to multipath reflection, the received signal appears486

as a sum of weighted, delayed copies of the transmitted487

signal [33]. Hence, wireless optical multipath channel stretches488

the transmitted signal in time resulting in the so-called tempo-489

ral dispersion. This major characteristic can be quantified by490

the RMS delay spread Drms of the CIR h(t) as [34]491

Drms =

√√√√∫ ∞
−∞(t − μτ )2h2(t)dt∫ ∞

−∞ h2(t)dt
(31)492

where μτ is the mean excess delay: μτ =
�∞
−∞ th2(t)dt
�∞
−∞ h2(t)dt

.493

Temporal dispersion directly determines the bandwidth of494

the optical wireless channel, where the maximum bit rate495

Rb ≤ 1/10Drms [35]. Furthermore, multipath dispersion will496

set the limit on the symbol length that can be used in order497

to avoid intersymbol interference (ISI) [17].498

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS499

For simulation purposes, the entries of the environment500

parameters are summarized in Table III. The initial Tx-Rx501

distance is assumed to be 70 m. Note that the Tx and the502

target vehicle are assumed to be located at the foci of the503

ellipse. Therefore, according to the geometrical properties of504

the ellipse, the semi-major axis is half of the major axis,505

Fig. 4. Received optical power, hRx= 0.2 m, 0.4 m, and 0.6 m.

i.e., 36.5 m. While the semi-minor axis is assumed as 10 m 506

to be suitable with lane width. In order to ensure safe driving, 507

the minimum distance between the Tx vehicle or Rx vehicle 508

and a scatterer is set as 1.5 m, which makes Tx and Rx 509

rings’ radius as 3 m. In terms of luminous intensity I , it is 510

assumed to be 7000 cd, at 50% (median) of the low-beam 511

tungsten-halogen headlamp [32]. The body of the vast major- 512

ity of vehicles is made from steel. Therefore, average painted 513

steel reflectance ρVehicles was considered. Likewise, for road- 514

side environments, average concrete reflectance ρRoadside was 515

selected. According to [33], the reasonable value of N is in 516

the range from 40 to 50. Furthermore, the standard values are 517

assumed for other model parameters such as PD’s area, PD’s 518

FoV, and mode number [17]. The most important VVLC chan- 519

nel characteristics are studied in the following subsections. 520

A. Received Optical Power 521

Let us assume that both the Tx and the Rx are moving in the 522

same direction, i.e., γTx = γRx = 0, but in different speeds, 523

e. g. , υTx = 6 m/s and υRx = 4 m/s which correspond to 524

21.6 km/h and 14.4 km/h, respectively. Note that the speeds 525

were chosen to be within urban speed limits. In terms of the 526

LoS component and according to (6) and (30), the received 527

optical power for different distances between the Tx and 528

Rx is presented in Fig. 4. Here, we consider three different 529

cases in which the PD is mounted at different heights hRx, 530

i.e., 0.6 m, 0.4 m and 0.2 m. The Tx is mounted at a 0.6 m 531

height, which is considered as the reference height. Note that 532

in the first case, the Tx and the Rx are on the same plane, 533

while there are 0.2 m and 0.4 m differences in the second 534

and third cases, respectively. Referring to Fig. 4, we can 535

highlight the following. The results show that in general the 536

received power decreases as the distance increases, which 537

is a intuitive behaviour. But in terms of the impact of PD 538

position, it can be noticed that the received power is higher 539

as Tx-Rx height difference increases. This is valid for Tx-Rx 540

distances longer than 20 m. However, before this, since the 541

Tx-Rx distances become shorter, the effects of both PD height 542

and the observation angle with respect to PD’s surface normal 543

are considered as the direct result of changes in the received 544

power. We can also clearly observe that the received power 545
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Fig. 5. Received optical power considering Lambertian headlamp and
low-beam tungsten-halogen headlamp hRx= 0.6 m.

Fig. 6. Received power from SB − 11 and SB − 12 components within the
two-ring model (t = 0, D = 70 m).

displays peaks at very short distance, specifically at 2 m, when546

there is height difference between the Tx and Rx, i.e., at 0.2 m547

and 0.4 m. This can be explained with the help of Fig. 3,548

where lower luminous intensities (cd) is obtained due to the549

effect of the higher vertical angles. For validation purposes,550

the simulation results based on Lambertian pattern showed a551

good agreement with those obtained by measurements based552

on using a low-beam tungsten-halogen headlamp in [32],553

as illustrated in Fig. 5. Here we assumed that both the Tx554

and Rx are mounted at a 0.6 m height.555

On the other hand, in terms of SB components, the received556

power from SB − 11 and SB − 12 components of the two-ring557

model can be obtained by applying (9) and (10), respectively,558

as shown in Fig. 6. Here, we deliberately use the time-domain559

to indicate SB components of the CIR for the proposed560

channel model. It can be noticed, firstly, that the SB − 11561

component carries more power than the SB − 12 components.562

This is due to the PD’s FoV constraint, which states that all563

the scatterers are within PD’s FoV. Secondly, the SB − 12564

component has a longer tail compared with SB − 11 because565

of the wider aperture of the optical source at the Tx side.566

Furthermore, according to the proposed model, the last prob-567

able SB components are caused by the surrounding roadside568

Fig. 7. Received power from SB − 11, SB − 12, and SB − 13 components
within the combined two-ring and confocal ellipse model (t = 0, D = 70 m).

Fig. 8. Total received power from the combined two-ring and confocal ellipse
models (t = 0, D = 70 m).

environments which are represented by the confocal ellipse 569

model. According to (16), the received power of SB − 13 570

component is illustrated in Fig. 7, alongside SB − 11 and 571

SB − 12 components. It can be observed that the received 572

power from SB − 13 is significantly lower as compared to 573

SB − 11 and SB − 12. This is due to two main factors: first, 574

in the ellipse model the optical rays travel longer distance 575

than their equivalents in the two-ring model and hence higher 576

path loss. This also explains why SB − 13 comes later than 577

the other first two components. Second, since we assumed that 578

ρRoadside represents the average of concrete reflectance, a high 579

portion of the incident power will be absorbed due to the low 580

concrete reflectivity. Simulation results in Fig. 7 can explain 581

the effects of optical path lengths in addition to losses at the 582

scatterers surfaces on the received optical power. In summary, 583

longer optical path length and lower reflectivity can reduce the 584

received signal strength. Consequently, the total power carried 585

by SB components of the combined two-ring and confocal 586

ellipse model is illustrated in Fig. 8. It is the sum of the power 587

curried by SB − 11 and SB − 12, and SB − 13. 588

In terms of the DB component of the CIR, the received 589

power which is obtained by applying (24) is presented 590

in Fig. 9. Here, the simulation results have been obtained 591
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Fig. 9. Received power from DB − 11 component within the two-ring model
(t = 0, D = 70 m).

Fig. 10. Received power from SB − 11, SB − 12, SB − 13, and DB − 11
components for the combined two-ring model and ellipse model (t = 0,
D = 70 m).

based on the initial distance only, i.e., t = 0 and D = 70 m.592

Compared with SB components, it can be noticed that the593

DB component carry a significantly smaller amount of power.594

It is worthwhile to mention that there are another probable595

optical paths can be double bounced within the proposed596

model as detailed in [25] for indoor VLC. For instance, one597

probable path can be scattered by the scatterers on the Tx-ring598

then reflected off by the scatterers on the ellipse. In this599

study, such paths are not considered because they will be600

highly attenuated and have insignificant contribution to the601

total power that arrives the PD. Although DB − 11 component602

carries insufficient power, it comes earlier than SB − 13 as it603

is clearly shown in Fig. 10. This is due to the shorter path604

length in the two-ring model. The SB and DB components of605

the CIR are shown in Fig. 10. However, for VLC, the first606

reflection is the most important component which limits the607

data rates. Late components show more dispersive channel608

characteristics resulting in high delay spread, and hence low609

channel bandwidth.610

The previous discussion was based on the static condition611

assumption, i.e., t = 0 and D = 70 m. Let’s consider the612

dynamic condition in which both Tx and Rx are moving in the613

Fig. 11. Received power form SB − 11 and SB − 12 component (the Tx
and Rx are moving, υTx = 21.6 km/h, υRx = 14.4 km/h, t = 0 − 5 s).

Fig. 12. The received optical power from LoS, SB, and DB components.

same direction with different speeds as detailed in Table III. 614

In terms of SB components in the two-ring model, Fig. 11 615

shows the contribution of the two-ring model when both the 616

Tx and Rx are moving according to (9) and (10). Here the 617

total power of both SB − 11 and SB − 12 is considered at 618

specific times. Since the Tx vehicle is moving relatively faster 619

than target Rx vehicle, the received power increases gradually. 620

In this case, the optical path lengths and both AoD and AoA 621

are the main parameters which are effects signal strength. 622

On the other hand, in terms of the DB component of the 623

CIR in the dynamic mode, simulation results have demon- 624

strated that the received power between 2.7 × 10−10 W and 625

1.4 ×10−11 W, which are corresponding to Tx-Rx distance 626

20 m and 70 m, respectively. The former distance represents 627

the minimum distance to maintain DB reflection between 628

two cars. In order to summarize above discussions regarding 629

received power, Fig. 12 illustrates the relationships between 630

the received optical powers from LoS, SB, and DB compo- 631

nents with Tx-Rx distances. The results are calculated based 632

on applying (7), (9), (10), and (24) using the parameters given 633

in Table III when the PD is mounted at 0.6 m height. 634

Since it has been demonstrated that DB components are 635

insufficient enough to be used for further analysis, the rest of 636

this paper will focus on SB components. 637
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Fig. 13. Channel gain (dB) for SB components in two-ring model.

B. VVLC Channel Gain638

The understanding of GBSM requires some basic knowl-639

edge about the statistical properties of the proposed chan-640

nel model, such as channel gain and RMS delay spread.641

The received signal consists of various components arriving642

from different paths. The path lengths of these components643

differ in proportion to the scatterers’ distribution. Therefore,644

the main concern is the fitting of the statistical properties of645

the proposed channel models to the statistics of real-world646

channels.647

In terms of channel gain in dB, let us now evaluate the648

mean channel gain and the distribution of channel gain at a649

particular distance, specifically 70 m. In this regard, based on650

simulation data we will investigate propagation characteristics651

for a large ensemble of scatterers locations with different652

angular distributions. Consequently, the resultant channel gain653

distribution for the SB components in the two-ring model is654

illustrated in Fig. 13. It can be noticed that the mean channel655

gain is −76.73 dB.656

In respect of analyzing the resultant channel gain distri-657

bution in Fig. 13, we can notice that the most potential658

distribution that fit the results is the Gaussian distribution.659

To evaluate the channel model at the given distance, two660

methods have been used. First, we performed a cumulative661

distribution function (CDF) fitting method for the resultant662

distribution. A Monte Carlo simulation of 106 iterations (real-663

izations) is carried out. In each realization, the value of664

the AoD/AoA is randomly generated following a uniform665

distribution. The resultant distribution is then verified by666

applying empirical CDF technique, which is a built-in function667

in MATLAB. The CDF fitting result is illustrated in Fig. 14.668

Here, we can notice that the CDF fitting method produces a669

good fit across all the channel gain samples. Second, we use670

the χ2- goodness-of-fit test [40]. The χ2-test is generally671

used to test the hypothesis that a function F (x) is the672

distribution of the sample population x1, x2, . . . , xn. If the673

sample population deviates too much from F (x) then that674

hypothesis will be rejected. Here, we will perform the test675

on all groups of data for the distribution that obtained from676

SB components in the two-ring model. The result of the677

Fig. 14. CDF fitting for simulation results of VVLC channel gain.

Fig. 15. Curve fitting of channel RMS delay spread histogram for SB
components in the two-ring model.

simulation is analyzed using χ2-goodness-of-fit test built-in 678

function in MATLAB. According to that function, the test 679

result is denoted by χ2
.05, which means that the null hypothesis 680

has been estimated at the 5% significance level. Consequently, 681

if χ2
.05 is 1, the test rejects the null hypothesis, while if the 682

returned value χ2
.05 = 0, that means the test does not reject 683

the null hypothesis at the default 5% significance level. Based 684

on our simulation results, examining the normal distribution 685

has passed the χ2-test. In terms of results validation, it is 686

worth mentioning that comparable results have been obtained 687

in [31]. 688

C. RMS Delay Spread 689

By following the same methodology which is used in 690

Section V-B, in this subsection, the RMS delay spread model 691

for the SB channels is developed. Here, Gaussian distrib- 692

ution has been examined again to model the RMS delay 693

spread Drms of VVLC channels. In this context, Gaussian 694

distribution has passed the χ2-test firstly. Secondly, we used 695

the probability density function (PDF) fitting method to char- 696

acterize the results with the theoretical PDF of Gaussian 697

distribution as illustrated in Fig. 15. The last figure shows 698

that the Gaussian is a good estimate for RMS delay spread of 699

SB components. 700
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VI. CONCLUSIONS701

VLC technology has been considered as an alternative702

and complementary to RF wireless communications for both703

indoor and outdoor applications. Therefore, in this paper,704

the potential of using VLC technology in vehicular commu-705

nications has been investigated. A RS-GBSM combining the706

two-ring and confocal ellipse models has been adopted to707

model VVLC channels. VVLC channel characteristics have708

been investigated through a large set of channel impulse709

responses generated from the proposed RS-GBSM. The710

received optical powers for LoS, SB, and DB components have711

been computed along different distance ranges between 0 and712

70 m. Furthermore, the LoS received power has been obtained713

when the PD is mounted at three different heights. In terms of714

SB components, the traditional fitting methods have confirmed715

that the Gaussian distributions are the best fit for channel716

gain in dB and RMS delay spread. Finally, the results have717

indicated that the DB components carry inconsiderable optical718

power.719
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